Why purchase trellises that are pre-strung with Solar lights?
Customer’s love ‘em!
Adding solar lights to the trellis strands is a truly unique décor option, they won’t help the plants
stay green but may make the neighbors turn green!
The Solar Lights are pre-strung or also may be purchased separately.
All –in-One
Hanger and
Trellis

The solar lights outline the trellis with an attractive glow increasing the
sales appeal of the hanging basket or planter.

Latch-on-Pot
Trellis

The solar lights light up at dusk which increases the amount of time
plants are visible to enjoy.

The LED lights consist of 4 strands that are 28 inches long that extend from
a central solar panel that has a AA battery backup. (The battery is not
included). Each strand of LED lights are pre-wrapped around each of the
trellis strands or may be wrapped by the Grower if lights are purchased
separately.

Each strand of lights has 20 LED lights strung on copper wire
approximately every 1.5 inches, for outdoor use. Lights are cool to the
touch. The solar lights have a 2 year lifespan.
Note the increased popularity of foliage with Gardeners which solar lights
make visible at dusk
.

Latch-on-Pot
Trellis

The solar lights and plant combination add automatic evening
ambiance, a festive feel to outdoor spaces and seasonal plants
They light up automatically, no cords are needed. The solar panel can be
staked in the soil using the included stake or can be mounted at the top
of the trellis if desired. The leading wire connecting the solar panel to the
light strings is 3 feet long which allows the solar panel placement to be
adjusted as the plant grows
The 2-way power switch allows the lights to be turned off, if desired.
The 2- way function has an option for steady-on lights or flashing lights.
Fully charged lights light up automatically and remain on for
approximately 6 hours.

